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**Object of the Game**
Capture all 10 of your opponent’s checkers to win the game.

**Setting Up**
- The player with the orange checkers should sit in front of the 1-10 side of the board. Green sits in front of the 91-100 side.
- Place orange checker number 1 on space 1, orange checker number 2 on space 2, and so on until all 10 orange checkers are lined up on the first row of the board.
- Place green checker number 1 on space 91, green checker number 2 on space 92, and so on until all 10 green checkers are lined up on the last row of the board.
- All 20 checkers start with the crown side face down.

**How to Play Check Math®**
1. Green plays first.
2. Each player takes turns moving 1 checker forward onto the next row. Checkers may only be moved onto a multiple of the checker being moved. Need help with multiples? See the chart at the end of this guide.

   Example, Green might choose to move the green 3 forward. It can be moved onto 81, 84, 87, or 90.

   Then, Orange might choose to move the orange 7 forward. The 7 checker can only be moved onto space 14 in the next row.

3. If a player can move onto a space occupied by another player’s checker, it can be captured.

   For example, there is a green 6 checker on space 54 and Orange moves a 2 checker onto space 42. In the next move, Green moves onto space 42 (because 42 is a multiple of 6) and captures the orange 2.

4. If a checker gets all the way to the other side of the board, it is crowned. Flip the checker over so the crown side is showing. Crowned checkers are permitted to move forward or backward on the board.

   Note: Crowned checkers are still only permitted to move 1 row at a time and must always be placed on a multiple of the checker’s number.
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